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Het Fukking Licht is a project of two multi-instrumentalists. They don’t tell each other what
instruments they will use for their next recording date or gig. They release their recordings as
limited editions in quantities of prime numbers. Het Fukking Licht is Anglo-Dutch and means
The Fucking Light as you might have guessed.
Kutplaneet is the debut album for Het Fukking Licht and it is a wild and raucous affair. In three
long pieces these improvisers give us a fistful of their take on noise, drone, shamanistic
ritualism and short-circuited electro-acoustics. While the surface of these recordings is
weather-beaten and distorted, somewhere deep down there is a glowing core of primal
passion. This is music in which the love for sound rules above all else. The album is available
as a free mp3 download and on cd-r in a beautiful digipak (limited to 29 copies!!!).
With this release Narrominded gives more body to its catalogue of improvised music. The
most prominent release in this vein so far is the third Split LP featuring works by Dutch pianist
Cor Fuhler and Swedish saxophonist Mats Gustafsson. Later in 2010 more improv-based
music will see the light of day through Narrominded, on releases by Gijs Borstlap and Kruno
Jost and the Dutch drone/improve group Puin+Hoop.
NARROMINDED
Narrominded is a Dutch record label. Since 2000 we release vinyl, cd’s and mp3’s by rock
bands like Boutros Bubba, Makazoruki, Katadreuffe and Gone Bald, and electronic and
electro-acoustic music by artists like Spoelstra, Hydrus, Psychon, Coen Oscar Polack and
Living Ornaments. In 2009 we released the fourth installment of the Narrominded Split LP
Series, with Garçon Taupe and Legowelt. We also released Retro Retry 2: Another Another
Green World, a remake of Brian Eno’s classic album from 1975 by 14 Dutch electronic acts,
a.o. Rude 66, FFF and This Is Total War. Expected in 2010: new records by Fine China
Superbone, Hydrus and many more.
Various releases by Narrominded are available via distributors like Clone, Rush Hour, Decks,
Norman Records, Worm and Ear-Rational and online a.o. via iTunes.
www.narrominded.com

